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In the final step, they applied their
sequential rules mining method, a
set of mathematical rules, to extract
the patterns in the large dataset.

Outbound Travel
Diaries
Once the photos had been sorted
and processed according to location
and time, the researchers obtained
17,188 travel diaries, a far higher
number than has been analysed
before. Of these, they note, “12,819
corresponded to a single country
and 4,369 involved two or more
countries”. More than a third of trips
within a single country were in Asia,
whereas almost half of the trips to
Europe involved visits to more than
one country.
The most popular destinations
were the US, the UK and New
Zealand, and many travellers
visited these countries several
times, perhaps because these
are the home countries of many
Australian residents. Most of the top
20 destinations were the same as
those identified in outbound travel
surveys, with the exception of Fiji,
which surprisingly did not appear in
the top-20.

Visit Sequences
The 4,639 diaries involving travel
to multiple countries were analysed
to discover patterns of behaviour
such as the likelihood of visiting one
country after visiting another. For
instance, Australian travellers who
visited Canada or Mexico had an
almost 75% chance of also visiting
the US and those who landed in
Bolivia had a greater than 87%
chance of also visiting Peru. In
Asia, the only strong association
was between Lao and Thailand,
mainly because most trips in this
region were to a single destination.
However, there were several strong
sequential associations between
European destinations, with high
numbers of travellers to the Czech
Republic, France and Austria also
likely to visit Germany, while Italy
was a common destination after
visiting Austria, France or Greece.
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There were many sequential
associations with the UK, which
was frequently the last destination
after visiting various combinations
of other European countries. The
researchers suggest that a likely
explanation for these patterns is
that the UK is the home country of
many Australian residents, and they
are probably “taking advantage of
their trips back home to visit other
European countries on the way”.
Next, the researchers examined the
travel patterns “at the micro level
between cities”. They point out that
much of the information here is
redundant, because, for instance,
the likelihood of travelling from
Dublin to London is the same as
travelling from Ireland to the UK.
The same is true for many of the
most popular tourist destinations.
Nevertheless, some interesting
patterns emerged among secondand third-tier destinations. In the
UK, for instance, travellers were
likely to visit Oxford after Cowley,
Edinburgh or Killington.

Promoting
Destinations
Most crucially, the researchers
demonstrate how DMOs can use
such information to identify travel
patterns and itineraries. Australian
travellers “often travel to Europe
or America via Asian cities”, they
argue, because of the options
provided by airlines. The itineraries
extracted from the travel diaries
show that “Dubai, Hong Kong and
Singapore are the most popular
destination for Australians traveling
to London”. Hong Kong is also
a popular destination for those
travelling to Paris, while Shanghai is
more popular for those going on to
Berlin. Among those travelling to Los
Angeles, the most popular path is
through Tokyo, and more than 70%
of travellers who took this route
spent more than one day there,
suggesting that “Tokyo is usually
visited for other purposes rather
than simply for connecting flights”.
DMOs can use such information to
promote package trips with multiple

destinations and thus “encourage
travellers to travel to more
destinations and purchase highervalue travel packages”, according to
the researchers. This applies at both
the country and domestic levels.
The strong associations between
travel to Chicago, Denver and Los
Angeles, for instance, suggest that
DMOs could offer packages that
target these cities, perhaps offering
alternative modes of transport other
than flying.

Potential for Richer
Information
Ultimately, the researchers show
how emergent data-mining
techniques can be applied to
offer useful insights into tourists’
behaviour. Further application
of their sequential rules mining
method in the future could also
offer the possibility of analysing
data at more micro-levels, such as
the sites visited at a destination, and
other factors such as “travel styles,
preferences, and travel purposes”,
which would provide even richer
information for DMOs to develop
more attractive packages.

POINTS TO NOTE
• Sequential rules mining enables
information to be extracted from
large datasets.
• The technique reveals the sequences
of destinations visited during multistop trips.
• Such destination can be identified at
both the country and city level.
• DMOs can use the information
to provide more targeted travel
packages.
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Exhibition Organiser Focus Needed,
Study Shows
Feasibility studies conducted before
the construction of exhibition
centres should take into account
the site- and destination-specific
factors professional organisers
consider most important, argue
the SHTM’s Dr Jin-Soo Lee and
his research postgraduate student
Hwabong Lee in a recently
published article. Breaking from
the traditional focus on the factors
that attract visitors, the researchers
consider the exhibition sector in
Korea and provide convention and
exhibition (C&E) management and
stakeholders with useful information
about the factors that ultimately
determine the “effective ways to
manage an operating centre”.

MICE Industry
The meeting, incentives, convention
and exhibition (MICE) industry
continues to grow as its significant
economic benefits are recognised
worldwide. The researchers note
that C&E centres are “believed to
serve as economic catalysts” that
can “revitalize downtown business
districts”. Consequently, many
countries vie for opportunities to
host conventions and exhibitions
in efforts to boost local tourism
and trade. These events can bring
in huge numbers of visitors and
provide economic benefits not just
for the exhibition organisers, service
contractors and venues, but also for
the local hospitality industry, which
provides accommodation, food and
beverages for both exhibitors and
visitors.
In Korea, the exhibition industry
contributes well over US$2 billion to
the country’s economy and provides
more than 17,000. The researchers
note that Korea currently has 13
C&E centres offering 324,368

square metres of space for MICE,
ranking it third in Asia in terms of
capacity. Both the national and
regional governments “substantially
invest in MICE infrastructure” to
promote the country as a MICE
destination, and the number of
exhibitions that took place in 2013
was more than four times higher
than the number in 2000. Although
manufacturing-based exhibitions
tend to be hosted in China, Korea is
popular for “education/publication,
culture/art/broadcast, food and
beverage and government/publicrelated” exhibitions.
Understanding the factors that
attract both exhibitors and visitors
is clearly helpful for the effective
planning of new venues and
successful management of existing
centres. The researchers argue,
however, that although some
studies have investigated the factors
that attract visitors to conferences
and exhibitions, no study has yet
“explored the factors that exhibition
organisers carefully consider when
selecting a C&E centre”. To address
this, they set out to identify both
the centre- and destination-specific
attributes that Korean exhibition
organisers consider most important
when selecting a venue.

Gauging Industry
Needs
In the first part of the study,
interviews were conducted with
nine industry professionals from
different companies in Korea,
all of whom were in senior
positions and had at least 10
years of experience in organising
exhibitions. The researchers asked
the professionals about what they
considered the “important attributes
for selecting a C&E centre”, and

then combined this information
with a literature review to generate
a list of questionnaire items. After
review by an expert panel and
statistical analysis, they compiled a
questionnaire consisting of 33 items
referring to C&E centre attributes.
The second part of the study
comprised a survey of staff
members with at least 3 years of
experience in organising exhibitions.
To “minimize bias unique to the
destination environment (i.e.
Korea) and the types and themes
of shows”, the respondents were
asked to complete the survey as if
they were selecting a C&E venue
for an exhibition with no specific
theme and in no specific country
or city. One hundred and sixtysix employees from 21 exhibition
organising firms provided usable
answers. The researchers then
grouped the 33 items into 9
different dimensions, of which 5
were centre-specific and 4 were
destination-specific, and assessed
their relative importance.

C&E Centre Attributes
The accessibility of a centre was
found to be the most important
dimension overall, because it
was deemed to be highly critical
for attracting both exhibitors and
visitors. The researchers measured
accessibility not just in terms of
ground and air access, but also
in terms of logistics, which they
comment are “an important
component” for exhibitors that need
to ship their exhibition materials to
the centre.
The next dimension, the image
of the centre, is important for
promoting and branding an
exhibition. As the researchers point
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out, major exhibitions are “mainly
held in internationally renowned
C&E centres” that boost the image
and branding of the exhibition
through being associated with the
centre’s image. Unsurprisingly,
organisers also considered the
cost of renting an exhibition hall
as an important attribute because
exhibitions are profit-oriented
commercial events.
Although the quality of staff
and service contractors were
perceived as less critical by the
interviewees, they were still
important. In particular, the quality
of staff members and service
contractors who work closely with
the organisers in the “planning,
management and on-site operation”
of an exhibition directly affects the
quality of the exhibition and is thus
a significant selection factor.
The centre’s facilities were
considered the least important
factor, but the researchers explain
that this is probably because
Korea’s C&E centres are relatively
new and offer excellent facilities,
thus organisers may not need to
give them high consideration. They
also note, however, that organisers
are increasingly expecting centres
to be “equipped with a visitor
promotion assistance program”,
including promotion through social
networking sites, to attract as many
visitors as possible.

Destination Attributes
Among the destination attributes,
the organisers considered the
“synergy and cohesion” between
the industrial environment and the
theme of the exhibition to be the
most important factor. The industrial
environment includes the support
of “relevant industry associations
and government bodies”, which can
be used to promote the event and
attract both exhibitors and visitors.
The availability of a wide range of
hotel accommodation was another
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important destination attribute,
given that most exhibitors and
visitors will require overnight
accommodation. This is more
important than the C&E site
environment, which includes the
local language and security, and
extra-exhibition opportunities, such
as the availability of shopping,
dining and local attractions.

Implications for
Stakeholders
The results of the study provide
C&E centre management and
stakeholders with valuable insights
into the factors that should be
considered when planning new
centres and managing existing
ones. As the researchers warn, a
“highly optimistic and inappropriate
feasibility study” could lead to
huge losses that damage the
local economy and “tarnish
the destination image”. Their
findings imply that stakeholders
should carefully assess the
local environment as the most
important factor in a feasibility
study. In particular, accessibility, the
industrial environment and hotel
accommodation are critical because
exhibition organisers value these
attributes highly, yet the C&E centre
management will have little control
over the local infrastructure after the
centre is built.
The findings also have implications
for how existing centres can
“strategically boost revenues from
exhibitions”. Management needs
to “continuously monitor and
manage” the centre to remain
competitive, and the results of the
study suggest that focusing on the
centre’s image, its facilities, the cost
of exhibition halls and the quality
of staff and service contractors
will be most beneficial in terms of
attracting event organisers. As many
centres already offer similarly highquality facilities, it may be difficult to
create a competitive advantage, but
the study findings point to visitor
promotion facilities as one area

that can create added value. Thus,
centres could consider providing
advertising facilities through
indoor and outdoor billboards,
social networking and credit card
companies.
Whereas attention is usually focused
on the factors that attract visitors
to exhibitions and conferences, the
researchers focus on the alternative
perspective of the exhibition
organiser. This is an important
shift, because their findings offer
valuable new insights that should
help existing and prospective C&E
centres to plan, manage and operate
their facilities more effectively.

POINTS TO NOTE
• Convention and exhibition centres
can provide huge economic boosts
to local economies.
• Understanding the features that
attract exhibition organisers is
essential for a centre’s success.
• Good access by land and air and
logistics for transporting exhibition
items are essential.
• Centre facilities are important
because quality is already high.
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Don’t Forget the Children!
Families with young children have
rather different motivations for
going on holiday than families
with older children, according
to the findings of a study by
SHTM researchers Mimi Li, Dan
Wang and Wenqing Xu, and a
co-researcher. Having analysed
online travel reviews and blogs,
the researchers found that parents
believe “travelling as a family
contributes positively to family
bonding and interaction” and that
providing young children with new
experiences and lasting memories
is the most important part of a
successful trip. Tourism promoters
should thus take the specific needs
of this group into account to better
cater to them.

Children’s Influence
Many parents today work long
hours and find it difficult to spend
sufficient quality time with their
young children. As the researchers
suggest, holidays have become a
“means of enjoying ideal and happy
family time” and can create “sound
learning experiences” through
fun and entertainment, as well as
creating lasting memories. A family
holiday is becoming “a necessity
rather than a luxury”.
Families are extremely important
to the travel industry, and many
children are involved in making
family holiday decisions, such as
where to go and what to do. The
researchers recognise that although
children “have no buying power”,
they often have a strong influence
on their parents. They note that
children today are allowed quite
a lot of freedom with regards to
decision making, which may in part
be to assuage parents’ “guilt due to
frequent absences in their children’s
daily life”. Even if children are
not fully involved in the decision-

making process, parents still take
their children into consideration
when choosing holiday activities
because they will suffer the negative
consequences “if the destination
fails to satisfy their children”.
The extent to which children
are involved in decision making
depends on their ages, with older
children having more influence
on the overall decisions, partly
because they “are able to negotiate
with their parents using strategies
and techniques”, the researchers
argue. Most research on family
travel with children has focused
on families with older children,
perhaps because they “are logically
consistent and able to express
their own opinions”. Little attention
has thus been paid to the travel
behaviour of families with young
children, who still influence the
decision-making process “simply
through their presence, regardless
of their limited cognitive capacity
and language skills”.

Netnography
The researchers conducted an
exploratory study to examine the
“vacation motivation of nuclear
families with young dependent
children” aged 2 to 4 years. They
used netnography, a research
method that makes use of the
growing popularity of usergenerated content sites to covertly
explore a topic with a “broad
geographical spread of participants
and a representative sample”.
In this case, the researchers chose
to use Mafengwo, one of the largest
travel communities in China, where
users share their travel experiences
and provide helpful information
on attractions, hotels, restaurants,
entertainment and other topics.
The site contains 10 million reviews

covering 60,000 destinations
worldwide. From these, 50 blog
posts contributed by 39 members
were selected as suitable for
inclusion in the study. Five personal
travel blogs written by parents with
children under the age of 4 were
also included; of these, two were
maintained by both parents and
the other three by the mothers.
The blogs contained 47 posts and
associated discussions.
The reviews and blog posts were
analysed using a procedure that
aimed to identify salient categories
of information. Following a
thorough process of analysis, “five
motivation themes emerged from
the coding process”: spending
quality time with children, creating
family memories, learning and
development, self-compensation
and compensation for the children.
Although all of the children
mentioned in the blogs were aged
between 2 months and 4 years,
the majority were aged 3 and 4.
More boys than girls travelled with
their parents, and more than a
third of the children were frequent
travellers. Most of the holidays
were taken by nuclear families,
although among the Chinese
bloggers it was common for the
mother-side grandmother to travel
with the family. This was not
only to give the grandparents a
memorable experience, suggest the
researchers, but also to provide the
parents with reliable help with the
childcare so they could also relax
and spend time together.

Quality Time, Happy
Memories
Many of the parents mentioned
that they had been “criticised and
questioned” before taking their
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